PAYMENT MANAGEMENT
AS A COMPETITIVE FACTOR:

THE PAYMENT &
COLLECTION ENGINE

ARCHITETTURA APPLICATIVA

The new revolution for B2B2C supply
chains: insurance, fashion, consumer
electronics, telecommunications, and
many other industries can find an
element of competitiveness through
efficiency in payments management.

Payments through
SmartPOS, Virtual POS,
Cash-In, SCT and SDD

Transaction
Processing

Businesses /
Merchants
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Direct Payments
(collection through
email, online, and
mobile interfaces)

Indirect Payments
(collection through
and intermediary)

Automatic
Accounting
Reconciliation

Business
Partners

Dynamic Split
payment

Multi Acquiring

Banks/
Acquirers

Make it simple, efficient,
fast and… omnichannel.
These are the words that today become vital in order to face
a recovery. This recovery requires everyone to accelerate
the dynamics of innovation and decisively modify the sales
methodologies, taking into account the new habits of purchasing
and paying for goods and services that have become more, or less,
appealing during the pandemic and are now destined to consolidate
rapidly.
A need for change that was already emerging in all industrial realities
where distribution, and logistics, have been up until today decoupled
from the information.
A change in organization that affects many sectors, from the
fashion and automotive industries, to consumer electronics and
telecommunications, just to give a few examples. And in recent years
the need to support more traditional payment systems (cash, checks,
bank payments) with other alternative and innovative tools based on
different electronic payment circuits has only grown. As incidentally
has the need to manage this complexity: new consumption patterns
arise and are shaped by events that may be seemingly unrelated,
but which nonetheless require bold steps for guaranteeing the right
presence in the right spaces for the right customers.
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Any business is built on
sales, and as such the
payment method and
management of the sale
are a crucial factor, with
important financial and
reputational consequences
vis-à-vis the end customer or the entire supply chain
of businesses

It is with this in mind that Fabrick - a reality born to encourage
the creation of new business models and banking services
through the meeting and collaboration between traditional
financial institutions and new technological realities - has
launched the

Payment & Collection
Engine, in order to give
the client, the producer
or the merchant, the
widest possibile set
of tools for managing
payments
This new solution, thanks to a centralized and controlled
upstream management, optimizes and automates the payment
process and its reconciliation.
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Highlights
Multi product management
• Insurance policies
• Multi-prodouct bundles
• Subscriptions

Single, recurring or deferred payments
• Purchaes of one or more products in one single transaction
• Management of recurring payments for policies to be paid in
installments or in full but at a later date, through SDDs, credit cards,
and PayPal

Automatic reconciliation of collections and related settlement
• Automatic reconciliation of payments with SmartPOS / Virtual POS through
upstream matching between payment transaction and related securities
• Automatic reconciliation of payments by bank transfer through the use of Virtual
IBANs

Distribution of the collection based on the products purchased
and the payment method used
• Distribution of the collection between the Business, the sales
network and other related partners.
• Traceability and accounting of the single related operations
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Use Cases

1.
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Insurance
centralized management of payments of insurance policies, both online
and through the network of agencies.
Key elements:
•

online and agency collection management, through Virtual POS and Smart
POS

•

remote collection management via pay-by-link (via e-mail and SMS)

•

acceptance of a wide range of electronic payment instruments (bank transfer,
debit and credit card, PayPal and other alternative instruments)

•

automatic management of recurring payments with direct debit to current
account and card accounts

•

automatic reconciliation of collections with the related paid policies

•

split payment, immediate or deferred, of the premium collected and the
commission fee

•

tools for control and payment deadlines management with the agency
network and the company

Use Cases

2.
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Retail
automation of expiry notices and collections relating to installments on
existing loans.
Key elements:
•

remote collection management via pay-by-link (via e-mail and SMS)

•

acceptance of a wide range of electronic payment instruments (bank
transfer, credit card, PayPal and other alternative instruments)

•

automatic reconciliation of collections with the related installments paid

•

tools for control and payment deadlines management with the agency
network and the financial institutions

Use Cases

3.
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Commodities (food, DIY..)
centralized management of payments relating to orders placed by retailers
through the manufacturer’s sales network.
Key elements:
•

online and agent collection management, through Virtual POS and Smart POS

•

remote collection management via pay-by-link (via e-mail and SMS)

•

acceptance of a wide range of electronic payment instruments (bank transfer,
debit and credit card, PayPal and other alternative instruments)

•

automatic reconciliation of payments with the related purchase orders,
payment at the same time as the collection or deferred of the commission fee
to the sales network

•

tools for control and payment deadlines management with the agency network
and the manufacturing company

•

Decrease in the use of cash, through the use of CashIn devices at retail outlets

Use cases

4.
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Pension Funds
centralized management of payments of contributions to pension funds
for collective memberships (companies) and voluntary fees (individual
members), performed online.
Key elements:
•

online collection management, through Virtual POS

•

remote collection management via pay-by-link (via e-mail and SMS)

•

acceptance of a wide range of electronic payment instruments (bank transfer,
debit and credit card, PayPal and other alternative instruments)

•

automatic management of recurring payments with direct debit to current
account and card accounts

•

automatic reconciliation of payments with the related paid contributions

•

split payment, immediate or deferred, of the fee relating to placers

•

tools for control and payment deadlines management for the Pension Fund

Use cases

5.
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Automotive

Branded Manufacturer or Branded Financial provider to the Dealer):
centralized management of payments made online for vehicles and for the
procurement of spare parts or other services, payments relating to the activation of
loans provided by the branded financial provider to the final consumer, through the
dealer.
Elementi chiave:
•

online collection management, also of significant amounts, through PSD2 Payment (PISP)

•

management of collections, also of significant amounts ,through traditional bank transfers
(with Virtual IBAN or to a specific collection account)

•

online collection management also of significant amounts, through MyBank

•

online cash management through Virtual POS

•

remote collection management via pay-by-link (via e-mail and SMS)

•

acceptance of a wide range of electronic payment instruments (bank transfer, debit and
credit card, PayPal and other alternative instruments)

•

management of the dynamic variation of the amount to be collected for compensation,
accrued interest, or other reasons communicated by the Financial Department.

•

automatic reconciliation of payments, which can be integrated with management systems

•

automation of the vehicle registration authorization process, integrated directly with the
systems connected to the Ministry of Transport

•

payment control and management tools

The Payment & Collection Engine must be imagined as a real
motor whose invisible and discrete gears are activated along the
entire supply chain processes of a B2B2C organization, collecting
money or dividing it automatically according to the precise rules
established between all the actors that make up the production
chain.
Like all great innovations that simplify, the Payment & Collection
Engine is also an extremely complex and sophisticated centralized
management system.
Indeed, it consists of the ability of the Fabrick platform to access
the operations of the company’s current accounts, of the
intermediaries of the distribution network, and of others provided
by the different realities that are part of the Fabrick ecosystem:
a multichannel physical and digital collection infrastructure by
Axerve, the first payment hub in Italy, and Kubique’s payment
reconciliation solution.
The final piece is the integration component between all the
elements of the system.
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Integration &
Orchestration
Omnichannel
Acceptance
Application
Engine
Acquiring
& Banking
services
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A unified set of
services, from
acceptance, to
acquiring and
transaction
banking, that are
integrated and
orchestrted by
Fabrick

All the features and characteristics
lend themselves to the best possible
management of different sale and
purchase decisions:
1. Purchase of a product paid in full at the time of sale;
2. Purchase of a subscription service with recurring
payments for which you want to offer the customer
the widest choice of payment method (for example,
with a direct debit for the first installment, followed
by recurring charges on the credit card or to PayPal);
3. Purchase through access to credit, introducing in the
value chain of the payment process a third financial
party
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The Payment & Collection
Engine is already live
today in one of the sectors
where the complexity
and sensibility of cash
flow management is
of the highest order:
the insurance industry.
The industry has historically experienced issues in collecting
premiums and managing reconciliations for policies underwritten
through agent networks, which generate the majority of sales
volumes.
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A key factor, which requires long and intense manufacturing
processes for both agents and insurance companies, and
that in a tool like the

Payment & Collection
Engine finds the answer
in shifting the collection
process from the agency,
subject to remittance, to
the Company with a direct
collection with immediate
reconciliation for all
subjects. A revolution.

Companies return at the center of the organizational model, freeing up substantial resources from
the task of managing thousands of incoming flows, increasing control, while enabling agents - also
relieved of most administrative activities - to focus on commercial activities.
Through technological innovation, the organizational model is redesigned while increasing the level
of efficiency and service for the end customer too.

Advantages for the Company and the sales network
Innovative digital payment instruments
• Acceptance of a wide range of electronic payment instruments including wire transfers
and direct debits to the customer’s account.
• Decreased risk of unpaid and delayed payments
• Reduction of costs and timing for the management of cash.

Savings on back-office activities
• The collection through the platform, directly to the company, reduces the low added
value activity for the agent while ensuring the visibility and control over the collections
and the recognition of the related commissions.

Checking collections and deadlines
• Real-time monitoring of deadlines and collections for the company and the subagents.
• Automatic reminder notifications for respecting deadlines.
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The key elements of the
solution:

1.
2.
3.
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Maximum freedom for the end customer to decide with
which instrument to pay policies, both online and in the
agency (bank transfer, credit card, direct debit), supporting
marketing and commercial plans;

The payment made, thanks to the integration between the
payment systems and the application systems, is already
inextricably linked to the policy that the customer is paying,
eliminating any reconciliation issue, and simplifying the
activities of the CFO;

The automatic activation of the split payment, that is the
possibility, once the payment has been collected, to split the
single payment into parts intended for the different actors
in the supply chain based on the structure of the network
and the individual agreements between the parties,
responding to the need for simplification and control, with
the added advantage for the agents who can receive their
commissions even faster.

A complete set of
back office tools,
usage monitoring,
both for companies
as well as for the
agents, guaranteeing
more transparency
for the entire
process.

Payment & Collection Engine:
the cogs under the hood
1. Payments. To offers the end customer the widest range of tools
and payment methods, both on physical and online channels. This
is possible thanks to the advanced Axerve platform on which the
solution rests, which works in synergy with smart POS and cash
machines.
2. Reconciliation. To create a matching system between the product
or service sold and the incoming payment at the moment of sale.
At the time of payment, the flow with me tied automatically to an
internal reference point.
3. Split payment. To split a single payment into component parts
that can be predetermined, and modified in any instant, and which
automatically adresses the full supply chain.
4.
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The integration of these key elements has allowed the power of
the Payment & Collection Engine to be appreciated by two important
actors in the Italian market, such as Bene Assicurazione and HDI
which have already adopted it.
Bene and HDI are two very different realities in terms of products:
the former is focused on Property Policies (vehicles and damages),
while the latter offers a wider range, including Life Insurance policies
which also provide for investment decisions, adding complexity to
procedures and the to data being gathered, also for compliance
purposes. In both cases, the platform has been initially activated for
the payment of policies on the digital channel, thus respecting the
ANIA (insurer’s association) regulation which provides for insurance
companies to allow their customers to renew active policies.
HDI is furthermore set to activate the full range of 500 agencies
through the smart POS, which with an Android OS will be able to
perform all the functions of a standard POS, but also offer a specific
app integrated with the payments & collection platform. The agent
will be able to obtain payments from the end customer by selecting
policies from a list of pending or quoted premiums, without having
to input the price, as the information is already present at the time
of selection. By collecting the payment, the automatic reconciliation
gets activated. The same may happen with more traditional means,
thanks to the possibility to handle cash with the cash machine, which
detects and accounts every payment and manages the flow for
reconciliation
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And also for the more delicate issue of reconciling automatically
money transfers, which represent a relevant part of overall
payments, especially for more traditional outlets. In these cases,
the payment relies completely on the customer, which is prone to
errors in inputting amounts and causals.
In order to be able to guarantee an automatic and efficent
reconciliation, Fabrick has integrated an updated version of the
virtual IBAN, which, as the name implies, allows to realize layers
of virtualization on top of the parent account and clarify flows
through unique codes for the processing of payments via SCT.

THANK YOU

Fabrick.com

@fabrickplatform

@fabrickfinance

